October Graduation Ceremonies 2013

The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas AM, presiding

Darwin Convention Centre
Friday 11 October 2013
The Graduation Ceremony

Students participating in university graduation ceremonies join a rich tradition, which dates back to the 12th Century. The ceremony, presided over by the Chancellor, serves as the official conferral of awards obtained by students. Prior to the ceremony they are “graduands” – those eligible to graduate - but upon conferral they become graduates.

Academic dress is comprised of a gown, and depending on the level of award, a stole or hood and a treacher or bonnet. In line with British university graduation tradition, the Charles Darwin University Chancellor’s robes are embroidered with gold thread, while the Vice-Chancellor’s robes are embroidered with silver. The official regalia worn by members of the Academic Procession reflect the diversity of qualifications and universities represented - the hoods worn by graduating students identify them as a Charles Darwin University graduate in their chosen discipline.

The official conferral of awards takes place during the ceremony and is undertaken by the Chancellor. After the official conferral of awards, each student will be individually acknowledged and presented with their award. This public acknowledgement is a very important part of the ceremony - it gives the graduate an opportunity to be congratulated on their achievement and it also serves to validate the student’s graduate status.

The Chancellor’s Chair

The Chancellor’s chair was a gift to the University from the Australian National University in 2009, and was made by Mr Timothy Foster. Mr Foster is a professional furniture maker and teacher with over 30 years’ experience in industry, and divides his time between working for commission and teaching. The chair is made from Delinia timber, which is a species native to New Guinea, where it was sustainably sourced and certified by the Forest Stewardship Council. It was chosen for its rich colour, fine grain, stability and strength, and also its relevance in proximity to Darwin.

The Vice-Chancellor’s and Deputy Chancellor’s chairs were made in 2011 by Mr Matt Davidson. Mr Davidson is a local furniture craftsman and builder whose work can be seen throughout Darwin, including the CDU Chancellery building and the Darwin Convention Centre. These chairs were designed to complement the Chancellor’s chair and are made from Silky Oak. This timber was chosen for its contrasting colour, although the figure and grain are very similar to the Chancellor’s chair.
The Seasons Fanfare

The Seasons Fanfare was commissioned by Charles Darwin University to coincide with its 25th Anniversary. Composed by Dr Leif Sundstrup, the work celebrates both the diverse Territory seasons and the celebration of the university ritual with understated transformations representing the Darwinian principals of life. Although a modern work in contraction, the fanfare is both accessible and memorable, framing the academic environment and lasting tradition of the Charles Darwin University.

The Fanfare represents both the antiquity and grandeur of university life, based on three recurring and transforming themes: The University, The Dignitaries, and The Seasons. Amongst the developing musical subjects throughout the fanfare can be heard distinct representations of the seasons including ‘the build up’ with thunder storms, slow moving breezes of the tranquil dry, and a hint of the Darwin’s Finches (Galápagos finches) which played an important part in his theories.

The work is written in a traditionally classical style to reflect the long and important history of the Charles Darwin University and its maturation over the past twenty-five years.

The Mace

For thousands of years the mace has been used as a symbol of government. Originally a weapon in the shape of a club, often spiked, it has evolved to become a decorative and ceremonial object of great value and beauty. The ceremonial mace is documented to have been used since the 16th Century. Carried by a Mace Bearer, it is intended to represent the protection of a person of authority, such as reigning monarchs and religious leaders. Oxford University began using a mace for ceremonial occasions in the late 16th Century and Cambridge University adopted a mace in 1626.

The mace is traditionally a gift, and the Charles Darwin University Mace was gifted from Flinders University Council in 2010. Glenice Lesley Matthews was commissioned to design and make the University Mace. Glenice Matthews, well known for her work as a silversmith, designed and made the Mace for Edith Cowan University.

Work on the design for the CDU Mace began in late 2010 and final approval of the design was given by the Chancellor in early 2011. It incorporates images of a “flame of knowledge” linking to the traditional use of firesticks as a way of passing on knowledge, Charles Darwin’s telescope and the pandanus. The CDU brand features strongly on a tropical timber shaft with bands of sterling silver and yellow gold.

Before completing the piece, however, Glenice Matthews passed away. Completion of the project was entrusted to Samuel Farmer, a silversmith who worked with Glenice for more than 20 years. In 1984, he designed and made the Ceremonial Mace and President’s Medallion for Pittsburg State University, Kansas, USA.

The Mace of Charles Darwin University represents the authority of the University Council and its head, the Chancellor, and was first used in May Graduation Ceremonies in 2013.
A Message from the Chancellor

As Chancellor of Charles Darwin University it is an honour and a privilege to congratulate the graduands of 2013.

Based on 50 years of education tradition, Charles Darwin University was formed through the merger of the Northern Territory University, Centralian College, the Northern Territory Rural College and the Menzies School of Health Research. This dynamic institution has grown into a place of learning for an increasing number of Territorians and people from across our nation and the world.

Charles Darwin University offers an increasingly flexible approach to education, with a wide range of study options, high standards of teaching and an engaging learning environment. This is a university that aims to inspire its students to acquire the skills and knowledge to change their worlds for their own good and the good of the community.

As well as being a celebration of knowledge, graduation ceremonies allow students to share their pride and satisfaction in achieving their goals with their family, friends, and the University staff who have supported and encouraged them throughout their studies.

Graduation should not be a farewell to Charles Darwin University. We look forward to welcoming back our graduates as members of the Alumni or through continuing formal studies and to the many symposia, lectures, concerts and events held at the University each year.

Congratulations again to the graduates of 2013. We have no doubt we will be hearing of your achievements in your work and the community in the future.

Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas AM
Chancellor
A Message from the Vice-Chancellor

This is a very important event in your life as you graduate from Charles Darwin University. You will have grown in knowledge and understanding during your time as a student at the University and, by making the most of your university experiences will make a difference not only to your own future and that of your family, but importantly to the Northern Territory and the community in which you live and work.

You are part of a dynamic and rapidly changing world particularly in the generation of new knowledge and innovative approaches to solving complex globally relevant problems – ongoing change is quite simply part of life. Change also provides opportunities and challenges that I hope you will embrace and as a result make a real contribution to the adaptive and evolving society in which we live. Remember Charles Darwin, the namesake of our University, once said: “It is not the strongest of the species that survive, not the most intelligent, but the one most responsive to change.”

We live in an age where information on any subject is growing at an ever-increasing rate and technology is rapidly changing the way we live, work and enjoy ourselves. To respond to this changing environment, and to be a successful contributor to it, you must continue to learn and to strive to apply what you have learned to the challenges you face. I hope your time at Charles Darwin University has given you a thirst for lifelong learning and that you will be open to new ideas, and to doing things differently and for the better in the years ahead.

As a graduate of Charles Darwin University, you join the Alumni of a university that provides vibrant learning, life-changing experiences and graduating individuals with the ability to be excellent thinkers, workers and members of society: a university that equips its graduates with the generic skills to thrive in a complex world.

I hope you have enjoyed your university experience and that you will continue to learn and, through your words and actions, contribute to the development and reputation of Charles Darwin University, a university that aspires to work with its alumni, wherever they may be, to provide an enriching experience.

This ceremony is one of celebration; you have achieved a significant milestone and we are proud of you. We join with your family and friends in saying “congratulations” and best wishes for a bright and rewarding future.

Professor Barney Glover
Vice-Chancellor
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing
The Seasons Fanfare

The National Anthem
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AM

Honorary Awards
Doctor of Letters, Honoris Causa
Ms Elaine Lawurrpa Maypilama

Companion of the University
Mr Allan Garraway

Occasional Address
Vice-Chancellor
Professor Barney Glover

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Menzies School of Health Research
Doctor of Philosophy
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training:
  School of Primary Industries
  School of Trades
  School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

Graduate Response
Mr Charles Dickens Pitia

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
Order of Proceedings

The Academic Procession will enter with the Assembly standing  
*The Seasons Fanfare*

The National Anthem  
The Assembly will remain standing for the singing of the National Anthem

Welcome Address  
The Chancellor, Her Honour the Honourable Sally Thomas, AM

Honorary Award  
Doctor of Science, Honoris Causa  
Professor Grahame Webb

Occasional Address  
Vice-Chancellor  
Professor Barney Glover

Musical Presentation

The Conferring of Degrees and Awards  
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts  
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education  
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training:  
   School of Business and Service Industries

Graduate Response  
Mr Asoka Ranjith Munidasa

The Academic Procession will retire with the Assembly standing
**Naor Haim Bar-Zeev**  
Thesis Title: *The Contribution of Influenza and Other Respiratory Viruses to the Burden of Pneumonia Among Indigenous Children in the Top End of the Northern Territory*  

Indigenous children suffer high rates of pneumonia despite introduction of new vaccines. We aimed to determine the contribution of influenza - a vaccine preventable disease - to this disease burden. A hospital-based prospective study was conducted. Compared to non-Indigenous children, Indigenous children in the Top End of the Northern Territory have higher rates of radiological pneumonia, of bacterial carriage in the nasopharynx and of hospitalised influenza infection. They also have higher prevalence of comorbid conditions that indicate influenza vaccination according to current guidelines. Indigenous children have greater exposure to other risk factors for respiratory illness such as environmental tobacco smoke, than non-Indigenous children. The hospitalisation of Indigenous children is more costly and more severe. Indigenous children in the Top End should be considered for targeted annual influenza vaccination.

**Malcolm James Flack**  
Thesis Title: *The Relationship between Expectancies, Choice and Gambling Behaviour*  

This thesis examines the ability of gambling motivations to explain gambling behaviour. A three-wave longitudinal community-based survey was employed to examine the role of economic, emotional, and social reasons for gambling. The findings from the first study revealed these three aspects of gambling motivations uniquely predicted gambling frequency, whereas only the emotion oriented motivations were related to gambling problems. One of the notable findings of the second study was that changes in emotion oriented motivations positively related to changes in gambling frequency for at-risk gamblers. In addition, the final study revealed that low risk gamblers, who transitioned to an increased level of risk 2 years later, rated the emotion dimensions of gambling motivation significantly higher, at Wave 1, than those who remained at low risk. Taken together, the findings indicate that emotional reasons for gambling play an important role in sustaining gambling behaviour and should be considered as an integral part of gambling harm minimisation initiatives.
Doctor of Philosophy

Josh Hanson
Thesis Title: Evaluation of Volume Status, Haemodynamics and Microcirculatory Flow in Adult Patients with Severe Falciparum Malaria

Severe malaria is almost universally managed in the rural tropics and the case fatality rate remains unacceptably high; interventions to improve these dismal outcomes must be tailored to the resource-poor setting. Fluid therapy is a simple, inexpensive clinical intervention and may improve or exacerbate the patient’s clinical course. However this aspect of supportive care has been poorly studied in adults with malaria. In this thesis I examine the pathophysiology of severe malaria with a particular focus on the assessment of volume status and fluid therapy. I also explore how more efficient patient triage might facilitate the delivery of life saving supportive care.

Xavier Hoenner
Thesis Title: Spatial and Behavioural Ecology of Hawksbill Turtles Nesting on Groote Eylandt, Northern Australia

Although hawksbill turtles are classified critically endangered, their ecology remains poorly documented. This is particularly true for the populations nesting in northern Australia. I examined the nesting ecology and spatial behaviour of hawksbill turtles at Groote Eylandt using beach surveys and at-sea bio-telemetry. I also developed a novel processing approach of global applicability for optimal quantification of animal home ranges from Argos positions that is valuable in the design of marine protected areas. Post-breeding, turtles migrated to foraging sites on the Australian continental shelf, primarily in coastal areas and offshore near coral reef platforms. Water temperature, light, seafloor depth and reproductive events induced important shifts in habitat utilisation and diving patterns. With 600 hawksbill turtles nesting annually on Groote Eylandt, my findings on hawksbill turtle spatial ecology are crucial to help protect this internationally significant breeding population.

Marie Patricia Land
Thesis Title: Not Seen, Not Heard: The Invisibility of Child and Family Health Nurses in Their Role of Safeguarding Children in The Northern Territory

This study aimed to develop mechanisms for Child and Family Health nurses (CFHN) to engage with child protection workers and other relevant professionals to safeguard children through improved services to vulnerable families. An action research approach was used to address any barriers to this enhanced role, however complex political and bureaucratic changes impeded this approach. An explanatory case study which included interviews with key informants provided data for a critique of the practice directions and policy environment of the health and social care services available to vulnerable families. The ability of CFHN in the NT to extend their role to support vulnerable families remains problematic without the necessary human and financial resources. Interdisciplinary practices across health and social care services remain limited and there is little local cross-agency understanding of the potential of the CFHN role.
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Friday 11 October

Diploma of Engineering
Niran Banjade
Munyaradzi Villiam Mutayaunga
Gerard Patrick Rafferty

Diploma of Science
Jacinta Louise Kay
Matthew Owen

Bachelor of Applied Science
Rhiannon Louise Moore

Bachelor of Behavioural Science
Linda Anne Marano

Bachelor of Biomedical Science
Jessica Rose Hagley
Koby Scarff Bublitz
Hannah Claire Woerle

Bachelor of Engineering
Richard Mervyn Frank Arbon
Martin Jonothan Berry
Md Habibullah Chowdhury
Wenyin Li
Marley Mitchell
Muhammad Abdul Jabbar Saleh

Bachelor of Engineering (Co-Op)
Mina Lee

Bachelor of Environmental Science
Danielle Megan Best
Keith Royston Oldfield

Bachelor of Environmental Science (Environmental Management)
Morgan Joanne Alcorn
Sarah Gerrard
Edward Grzybowski
Brooke Hynes
Thomas Anthony Parkin

Bachelor of Humanitarian and Community Studies
Sarah Alys Bentley
Kate Walker Henson
Amy Cheryl Hopkins
Yohana Ivana Jarisetouw
Sunil Khadka
Charles Dickens Pitia
Nikita Patricia Taiwia

Bachelor of Information Technology
Roy William Bean
Jason Robert Carney
Sandeep Dhakal
Emeterio Gojar
Fanny Hermanus
Taiheng Huang
Daniel John Korn
Sunil Sharma Rajopadhyay
Andy Tchea
Kan Zhang

Bachelor of Nursing
Sharra-Lea Artz
Sonya Jayne Babidge
Martina Bahre
Stephanie Diana Bradley
Nicole Alison Brett
Catherine Lizbeth Brugada Caballero
Leisha Cassie Capstick
Patronella Chipunza
Sharon Copley
Rebecca Lee Corneille
Sharon Louise Crossley
Mandy Kay Davison
Bernadette Marie Doherty
Magdalena Iris Donovan
Angelimelle Fernan
Earl Milan Li Fernan
Kellie Rae Fishlock
Cassie Goldsworthy
Ranjeeuta Reshmi Goundar
Meeun Gurung
Denise Leanne Harris
Maree Hemara
Belinda Michelle Hewitt
Polana Iris Hunter
Joanne Mary Hutchins
Kim Jahri Izod
Sandra Jane Jang
Alix Ann Jaquest
Janeesh Thekkedath Joseph
Nyasha Prisca Koperu
Megan Louise Labruyere
Anita Marie Lee
Kiran McLaren
Jessica Anne Morris
Lisa Leigh O’Brien
Margaret Obanor
Charles Prince Patindol
Annelene Paxton
Alexis Pearce-Bardon
Lynne Elizabeth Ray
Sheelagh Marie Reyes
Sharn Doreen Russell
Evelyn Sanchez
Carolyn Dawn Schubert
Faculty of Engineering, Health, Science and the Environment
Friday 11 October

Stephanie Louise Scott
Danielle Brooke Selfe
Lavenia Setuata
Kerry Blanche Simon
Michelle Anne Udy
Kiri Lee Winterburn
Deborah Elizabeth Young

**Bachelor of Pharmacy**
Samantha Jane Cowie
Lilian Mauya Taziwa

**Bachelor of Psychological Science**
Cassandra Narelle McCauley

**Bachelor of Social Work**
Robert Paul McGregor
Alaine Maree Rose

**Bachelor of Engineering with Second Class Honours, Division B**
Sandra Jane Van Der Gaag

**Bachelor of Social Work with Second Class Honours, Division B**
Nathalia Patricia Perez Alfonso

**Bachelor of Engineering (Co-Op) with Second Class Honours, Division A**
Nathan James Fanning

**Bachelor of Science with Second Class Honours, Division A**
Sarah Nicole Bonney

**Bachelor of Engineering (Co-Op) with First Class Honours**
Joanna Elizabeth Winstlade

**Bachelor of Social Work with First Class Honours**
Farayi Munamati

**Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Health**
Rebecca Ann Bloxsome
Catherine Clare Cameron
Renae Heath
Christine Heaton
Lucinda Catherine Kilburn
Julie Kohring

**Graduate Diploma in Nursing**
Linda Clare Malcolm

**Master of Engineering**
Gary Odell Mendigorin
Naveed Nizam

**Master of Engineering Management**
Nirmal Mathew Abraham
Manish Mathews
Hanh Thi Nguyen
Amit Parajuli
Shinu Samuel

**Master of Health Practice (Nurse Practitioner)**
Linda Ann Rennie

**Master of Information Technology Management**
Mohammad Reza Javan Mahjoob Doost
Antony Singaraja Nasarath

**Master of Nursing**
Carol Ann Bartee
Minumol Raju
Ottilia Wazvaremhaka
Menzies School of Health Research
Friday 11 October

Graduate Certificate in Public Health
Sophie Elise Gribble

Graduate Diploma in Health Research
Andrew Edward McCallum

Graduate Diploma in Public Health
Lorraine Joy McLaughlin

Master of Public Health
Ming Zhu Chen
Colette Davis
Carl William Heslop
Donna Lee Lorenze
Stephen Mandivengerei
John Alfred McClelland
Arullan Naidoo
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 11 October

School of Primary Industries

Certificate I in Agrifood Operations
Jerry Bangarr
Waninggirr Linda Bukulatjpi
Eden Burrunali
Daniel Dixon
Terrah Djogiba
Anthony Farmer
James Farmer
Isadore Fernando
Donovan Gamarrawu
Sharon Gaminynqga Gurruwiwi
Kieran Isaac
Christopher James
Alex John Kantilla
Shane Lovegrove
Angelo Lungguy
Lauren Manakgu
Ian Mangiru
Robbie Maralingurra
Gilbert Nabobob
Tahnee Nabulwad
Marius Namarnyilk
Judah Nawirridj
Jade Nayilihidj
Renee Nayilihidj
Zoe Ngaanjmirra
Kevin Portaminni
Clancy Puruntatameri
Jenny Roy
Victor Russell
Herbert Thompson
Noel Tipungwuti
Ben Ullengura
Gabriel Wilson
Samson Wilson
Linton Yaraga
Sonja Yirrawala
Dhanburama Alison Yunupingu
Elaine Dhatu Yunupingu
Jennifer Yunupingu
Sylvia Gunanu Yunupingu

Certificate I in Conservation and Land Management
Tex Badari
Tyrone Garnarradj
Terrence Nabegeyo

Certificate II in Agrifood Operations
Waninggirr Linda Bukulatjpi
Eden Burrunali
Daniel Dixon
Terrah Djogiba
Anthony Farmer
James Farmer
Isadore Fernando
Donovan Gamarrawu
Sharon Gaminynqga Gurruwiwi
Kieran Isaac
Christopher James
Alex John Kantilla
Shane Lovegrove
Angelo Lungguy
Lauren Manakgu
Ian Mangiru
Robbie Maralingurra
Gilbert Nabobob
Tahnee Nabulwad
Marius Namarnyilk
Judah Nawirridj
Jade Nayilihidj
Renee Nayilihidj
Zoe Ngaanjmirra
Kevin Portaminni
Clancy Puruntatameri
Jenny Roy
Victor Russell
Herbert Thompson
Noel Tipungwuti
Ben Ullengura
Gabriel Wilson
Samson Wilson
Linton Yaraga
Sonja Yirrawala
Dhanburama Alison Yunupingu
Elaine Dhatu Yunupingu
Jennifer Yunupingu
Sylvia Gunanu Yunupingu

Certificate II in Agriculture
Daniel Constantine
Sally Fletcher
Taylah Hayes
Mark James Hogan
Crawford Huuk
Georgie White

Certificate II in Animal Studies
Kristyne Lisa Love

Certificate II in Conservation and Land Management
Cody James Love
Joel Kaya Oztgin
Michael Stauder

Certificate II in Horticulture
Peter John Gingell
Allyson Maree Staniforth-Smith

Certificate II in Rural Operations
Kenny Allyson
Thomas Wurraramara

CertificateIII in Agriculture
Mark Alexander Buttenshaw
Byron Smith
Josh Stephen
David Lachlan Summerville
Clare Mary White
Amy Francis Wythes

Certificate III in Conservation and Land Management
Kristyne Lisa Love

Certificate III in Horticulture
Karlee Anne Foster
Terri Elizabeth Foster

Certificate IV in Conservation and Land Management
Georgina Davies
Hanna Maria Lisa Markones
Raymond Keith Medlicott
Alison Jane Porter

Diploma of Conservation and Land Management
Brenda Lee Hodkinson
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 11 October

School of Trades

Certificate I in Automotive
Richard Patrick Parmbuk

Certificate I in Resources and Infrastructure Operations
Silvicka Bell Ahwon
Lance Ashley
Mopune Beaton
Dylan Bird
Dwayne Curtis Campbell
Kassandra Collins
Dwayne Cooper
Jake Dixon
Pete Junsomran
Zachary Kirby
Natasha Lee
Keenan Makajbul
Jesse Milne
Matthew Mu
Ananias Naborchborlh
Ric Wayne Narjee
Damien Nawariwin Narul
Matt Robert Pitts
Keiran Taylor-Webster
Tiana-Lee Tipene
Michael Walker
Sebastian Wesley

Certificate II in Automotive Mechanical (Air Conditioning)
Gregory Barlow
Mathew Vincent Butcher
James Anthony Crosby
Jack Thomas McIntosh Dunbar
Paul Graham Dunston
Jorge Fernandez Morales
Scott Daniel Herrick
Adrian Paul Howard
Luke Kain
Davern James Leonhardt
Matthew James Lovell
Shannon James Moloney
Juan-Picrrre Moneron
Stephen Leigh Monson
David John Murakami
Graham Douglas Roberts
Fanie Van Der Walt
Daniel Wellington
Daniel Matthew Wright

Certificate II in Automotive Vehicle Servicing (Heavy Vehicle)
Julian Siebert

Certificate II in Remote Area Essential Service
Markus Briscoe
Tony Walaluma Gurruruwiwi
Anthony Kennedy
Gibson Long
Alex Henry Palmer
Brian Anthony Simpson
Leston Spencer
Darryl Watson

Certificate II in Resources and Infrastructure Work Preparation
Kevin Neal Ah-One
Anthony Dean Baird
Pilar Maranya Cubillo
Scott Anthony Jaques
Jake Anthony Kypper
Phillip Minor
Frank Benjamin O’Cleary
Tony Pepperill
Jacob Desmond Purde
William Christopher Suitor
Derek Weston
Freddy Williams
Coby Peter Wright-Cronin

Certificate II in Transport & Distribution (Coastal Maritime Operations - Coxswain)
Steven Edmund Brown
Jason Yellowsnake Burbur
Gregory Calma
Ricardo Fernando Cubillo
Travis Cubillo
Reece Justin Fuller
Aaron Green
Grahame Robert Lindsay
John Moreen
Brendan Morgan-Armstrong
Lindsay John Parsons
Anthony James Richards
Kevin Gregory Russell
Kuron Scrubby
Amos Johnathon Shields
Matthew James Shields
Rex Sing
Raylene Beverly Singh
Zoe Leannie May Singh
Peter Winsley

Certificate II in Warehousing Operations
Francisco Da Costa Gomes
Roberto De Jesus Pinto
Julio Fernandes
Marsina Daisy Fraser
Cesaltina Nelia De Carvalho
Joelene Maree Riddle
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 11 October

Certificate III in Automotive Electrical Technology
Mark James Burnett
Shaan Grant Dunwell
Daniel John Gallow
Godknows Mjabuliseni Qwabe

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle)
Mathew Bosanac

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Mobile Equipment)
Braidan Victor Carra
Jack Thomas McIntosh Dunbar
Luke Kain
Onofrios Kypreos
Brent Edward Marty
Rohan Bartholomew Neil
Craig Robert Samways
Luke Spencer Turner
Alexander Peter Wilson

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Heavy Vehicle Road Transport)
Samuel Neil Sydney Foster
Lachlan Paul Miller
Martin David Pigott
Leo Barbero Salazar

Certificate III in Automotive Mechanical Technology (Light Vehicle)
Peter Douglas Bell
Norman Dalen
Jhed Dela Cruz
Leo Gonzaga
John William Holloway
Jeffrey Manio
Joel Brendon Spicer
Jason Stapleton
Anthony Patrick Wilson-Anderson

Certificate III in Automotive Specialist (Diesel Fitting)
Arnolfo Quitay
Anup Prasad Tripathy

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body (Panel Beating)
Ricky Leonard Matthews
Kyle Dean Daniel McAway

Certificate III in Automotive Vehicle Body (Vehicle Painting)
Adam Heath Lowe
Simon Spitzbarth
Daniel Webb

Certificate III in Cabinet Making
Brendon Robert Farrows
Dallas Anthony Robert Hope
Micheal Nelson
Paul Ashley Pyne
Kyle Ross

Certificate III in Carpentry
Ethan Jacob Barzen
Benjamin Thomas John Borchers
Hayden Clark
Annice Antoinette Curtis
Alexander Philip Dowie
Jesse Hamilton
Nathan Kyle Hilton
Adam Lee Hinton
Luke Robert Leo Johnston
Dean Larsen
Ian James Lawrence
Tysun Sullivan Loo
Michael Milne Snowdon
Colin Sweeney
Guiseppe Dennis Tipiloura

Certificate III in Civil Construction Plant Operations
Jamie Roy Beavis
Ameer Ernest Brahim
Mark Bransby
Dean Andrew Chapman
Courtney Dwyer
Maggonage Chandrasiri Fernando
Corey Hurst
Samuel Macken
Dale Andrew Moore
Jarred Moritz
Mohammed Nawaz Qadir
Wayne Scutcheon
Jason Turley

Certificate III in Electrotechnology Electrician
Steven Ross Barry
Benjamin Keith Bremner
Patrick Ralph Buik
Luke Stephen Butler
Mitchell David Cahill
Paul Carlin
Kris Mathew Civita rese
Daniel John Colbert
Mitchell Steven Erdelyi
Riley Taylor Fullerton
Rowan Lee
Bradley George Paterson
Matthew John Paterson-Nicolai
Mark Douglas Phillips
Matthew Stephen Robinson
Jeremy Spoehr
Thomas Martinus Suratin
Blake Robert Timms
Luke Aaron Tomlin
Benjamin John Trewhella
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 11 October

Harley Jack Trueman
Jamie William Walker
Nathan George Wasley
Derek Kym Williams

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Heavy Fabrication)
Raymond John David Atkins-Parkes
Saville Collopen
Aaron Nathaniel Craufurd
Martin Hill
Nathan Sloan Hosie
Adam Marsh
Adam McMillan
Michael James Roberts
William Tink

Certificate III in Engineering - Fabrication Trade (Light Fabrication)
Kieran Ross Bush

Certificate III in Engineering - Mechanical Trade
Wayne Chalmers
Nathan James Mamo
Kelvin Claude Marais

Certificate III in Logistics
Ngari Bold
Lara Lay
William Lowes

Certificate III in Plumbing
Matt James Bound
Christopher Thomas Cooke
Gerard Devlin
Daniel Thomas MacKenzie
Kris Sean Mangan
Jamie Lee Moon
Rick Alex Neale
Garth Alexander Nelson
Joel Paech
Kieran Wayne Pett
Stephen Lindsay Roach
Dominic John Shepheard
Lachlan Andrew Summers
Grant Russell Walker
Dylan Wyles-Kelly

Certificate III in Process Plant Operations
Alan Richard Darley
Brett Lee Reid
Christopher Gillman Snow

Certificate III in Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning
Daniel Anton Banks
Garreth Edgar Williams

Certificate III in Roof Plumbing
Yanni Cotis
Michael William Dent
Michael Lumberis
Wayne Martin Pantall
Shaun Paul Stanley

Certificate III in Warehousing Operations
William Lowes

Certificate IV in Building and Construction (Building)
Zen Bajraktari
Benjamin Leo Bandias
Allan James Brown
Craig Jessup
Rodney Warren Jessup
Anna Kazouris
William Gregory Page
Richard Rees
Andrew Rock
Nicolas Kyriacou Sofocleous
Kalon Luke Wilkie
Brett Antony Williams

Certificate IV in Engineering
Brett Carew Antoney
Benjamin Garry Cudmore
Dylan James Edwards
Dion Jon Freeman
Christopher Greenwood
Nicholas Williams Kennedy
Jonathan Conrad Kruger
Jamie Richard Scotland
John Mark Wallis
Brett Duncan George Watson

Certificate IV in Logistics
Douglas Taylor

Certificate IV in Residential Drafting
Daniel Gal
Bradley Morrison Hayward
Gregg William Jettner
Spiros Lambrinidis
Dennis Silva
Edward William Zajc

Diploma of Building Design and Technology
Stephen Mathew Pallister
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 11 October

School of VET Health, Community and Children’s Services

Certificate I in Spoken and Written English
Sangeeta Arora
Senaida Coufreur-Bessie
Nurhan Durudeniz
Vajira Wansapriye Ganepola Arachchiye
Fatima Hamadi
Naw Hla Huey
Mehdi Hassan Hussaini
Thi Thuy Thanh Huynh
Hang Le
Thamolwan McGhee
Jean Pierre Mukendi
Aime Mutombo Bilonda
Gopinathan Ponnari Kizhakkayil
Sarah Sarah
Sombat Thonglo
Haji Selamat Ullah
Thi Tuyet Vo
Rahima Wade
Catherine Takaliuang Wren
Seriquita Ximenes Goncalves

Certificate II in Spoken and Written English
Theodosios Frazis
Steddela George
Hafez Jahan Bakhshe
Somayeh Jahanbin
Yun Qiu Jiang
Gertrudes Da Costa Lemos
Mei-Ling Lin
Entisar Manok
Celestine Mbangusi
Ghulam Reza Nawrozi
Aikaterini Roukou
Saruta Samruad
Agreine Merdelinda Sanger
Fulong Shi
Luong Ngoc Kim Duong Tran
Jeni Juhlina Manafe Wilkins

Certificate III in Children’s Services
Krralee Jayne Bayley
Penelope Louise Beckey
Leanne Sandra Benson
Terrah Aotearoa Bestmann
Ellen Marie Bransgrove
Jennifer May Clementson
Pramitha Kumari Dassanayake Dassanayake
Mudiyanselage
Emily Dela Cruz
Casey Helen Duncan
Rachel Fosdick
Jody Maree Fuhrmann
Amanda Gibbs
Flordeliza Hodgson
Stacey Emma Ingham
Leeann Robyn Kesteven
Jamie Kissick
Stoula Mastoros
Natasha Maureen Mills
Sariah Muggeridge
Justine Tomasina O’Brien
Christine Robin Pettersson
Denise Laurel Ryan
Leah Medado Sandstrom
Mafille’O Longovuka Tohifolau
Elizabeth Zarate

Certificate III in Community Services Work
Christopher Cole
Catherine Erzay
Catherine Mary Farrer
Glen Dhalirri Gurrwiwi
Bradley Raymond Hartam
Datjarranga Oscar Munyarryun
Christine Reeves
Laisiasa Tora
Yomang Li Wanambi
Djarrupi Beth Wunungmurra
Stephanie Yikinwuy

Certificate III in Health Services Assistance
Gaelene Maree Marriott

Certificate III in Home and Community Care
Sook Nyeu Choi
Deborah Carolyn Davis
Mylene Farrell
Maureen Smiler
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
Friday 11 October

Certificate III in Spoken and Written English
Meirika
Nuzela Ali Said
Tobhin Assisi Thekkedath
Jerry Beltran
Eunkyeyong Byeon
Dinorah Caeiro Alves
Erika Kloeppper
Thi Tuong Van Le
Yimin Ma
Sakon Nadthayai
Maria Luz Oliver
Nang Mawn Sam
Hasanah Subahli Adjrun
Ida Wahyuningsih
Vilaiporn Wegener

Certificate IV in Children’s Services (Outside School Hours Care)
Melanie Jo Shaw

Certificate IV in Community Services Work
Nadine Annette Branagan
Tania Nicole Cooke
Catherine Erzay
Marinette Sandra Esther
Rosemary Gundjarrang Garrawurra
Gemuluwuy Wanamula Gondarra
Jennifer Helen Horner
Sandra Gabrielle MacDonald
Christopher Mijota
Richa Pant
Carol Prunty
Christine Reeves
Raelene Anne Rosas
Jean Rurrrukunbuy
Katharine Jane Taylor
Helen Guyupul Wunungurra
Dorothy Yungirrnga

Certificate IV in Education Support
Debra Lily Florence Batty
Dianne Dorothy Lamech

Certificate IV in Population Health
Lina Bleazby

Certificate IV in Spoken and Written English
Seon Ja Park
Liliya Smith

Certificate IV in Youth Work
Catherine Erzay
Gayle Marie Joyce
Carol Prunty
Christine Reeves

Diploma of Children’s Services (Early Childhood Education and Care)
Vicki Bakunowicz
Lynda Becker
Erika Gummer
Kaliopi Poppy Magriplis
Dianne Mortimore
Christine Schultz
Sunita Singh

Vocational Graduate Certificate in Adult Language, Literacy and Numeracy Practice
Christine Margaret Tayler
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Friday 11 October

Diploma of Languages
Tristan Balian

Associate Degree in Legal Studies
Antoinette Chapman

Bachelor of Accounting
Shreecharan Acharya
Anil Kumar Basnet
Nida Bilal
Saroj Dahal
Lorna Fernando
Saroj Khanal
Santosh Mahat
Dinesh Pandey
Sonita Prajapati
Emilda Charista Cindy Pratiwi
Lavania Naidu Vankrisappan
Vincent Gordon Wilson

Bachelor of Arts
Josephine Helene Barnaart
Jane Mellett
Penelope Catherine Paton
Jessie Marree Truscott
Jenny Wagstaff

Bachelor of Business
Man Ho Mok
Richard John Riedel
Karen Jane Stoddard

Bachelor of Children’s Services
Ivone Byrne
Christine Maree Damaso
Karín Ann Davies
Kristine Gabrielle Eldridge
Valerie Sharon Francis
Natalie Joan Jukes
Kaiye Lee Leismann
Amy Julia McGown
Catherine Michelle Mulhall
Kelly Ann Parker
Sarah Kate Rowley

Bachelor of Commerce
Rangga Daranindra
Patrick Foster
Chen Xi Gong
Michael Halkitis
Ranya Hamzeh
Andy Lay
Pawandeep Kaur
Dinh Anh Tuan Pham
Rebecca Tilbrook

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries
Penelope Catherine Paton

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Communication)
Jacqueline Valda Corrick
Allen Do Vera
Gemma Yasmine Koch-Laurie
Alicia Del Carmen Quinones Silva
Ireta Angelia Rachman
Anja Tinapple
Sophie Frances Verass

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Fine Arts)
Simha Ilo Koether

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (Music)
Brook William George
Nektarios Xanthis

Bachelor of Creative Arts and Industries (New Media Design)
Grace Rebekah King

Bachelor of Design
Kok Wai Chai
Melinda Mary Edwards
Amber-Lou Santer

Bachelor of Early Childhood Learning
Melanie Louise Boston

Bachelor of Education
Georgia Anne Kelly
Kelly Ann Papas
Jessie Marree Truscott

Bachelor of Exercise and Sport Science
Olga Yastrubetskaya
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
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Bachelor of Laws
Michael Anthony Aitken
Michael Hailey Beckett
Teagan Lee Blythman
Carol Ann Burns
Paul Jeffrey Burton
Ka Ming Cheung
Catherine Jane Coates
Lachlan Cowley
Sarah Rachael Crowe
Danielle Leanne Edman
Ranya Hamzeh
Gabriel Hasib Harfouche
Phillip Stanley l’Dell
Christopher James Kummerow
Tahu Daniel Lanyon
Richard Graeme Lienert
Moirra Ann McIntosh
Phillip Michael Monk
Asoka Ranjith Munidasa
Rhani Jade Roberts
Peter David Spring
Gisela Karla Wagner
Ellen Webster

Bachelor of Library and Information Management
Dianna Joy Redpath

Bachelor of Music
David Michael Cotton

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Rachel Linda Baltussen
Samuel David Barlow
Lila Katherine Casey
Joanne Gay Charles
Annette Claridge
Marcia Noeline Cormack
Helen Christina Grosbois
Anne Charlotte Humphries
Kacey-Deanne King
Stephanie Anne Mackenzie
Lisa Simone Martin
Jennifer Maria McCrory
Amanda Jane Peake
Samuel Thomas Prior
Jessie May Risk
Shahar Shemes
Danyelle Taylor
Clare Alison Tomlinson

Bachelor of Teaching and Learning
Early Childhood
Karin Anne Bammann
Anica Rose Beckett
Kirsty Lea Boath
Lisa Maria Capolino
Leah Chynoweth
Adam Horton Darcey
Mardi Louise Haselton
Rachel McConnell
Jessica May McCann
Emily Pyman
Amie Sanderson
Hannah Faye Thorpe
Briony Lee Watson

Bachelor of Arts with
Second Class Honours, Division B
Emil Joshua Mittag

Bachelor of Arts with
Second Class Honours, Division A
Lucy May Braithwaite

Graduate Certificate in Business Administration
Michael Berto
Sharn Louise Griffin
Catherine Patricia Proctor
Tatiana Grace Wenang

Graduate Certificate of Teaching and Learning in Higher Education
Paolo Fabris

Graduate Diploma in Business (Management Innovation)
Adelia Maria Mu-Prasad
### Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning

- Paul Charles Acutt
- Kent Agis
- Dawn Margaret Allen
- Novita Anggraini
- Robyn Argus
- Matthew Donald Bach
- Ritu Bangia
- Shirin Banihashemi
- Emann Bassal
- Brooke Kiara Batchelor
- Joanne Elizabeth Blampied
- Daniela Boehme
- Marie Breilsford-Smith
- Annabel Louisa Brown
- Sophie Kate Brownhill
- Nicole Deanna Bryan
- Emily Jane Bullock
- Ella Jordan Camporeale
- Eve Alexandra Carter
- Nigel Francis Catzikiris
- Jung-Jung Chang
- Andrew Chisholm
- Jarred Neil Clasohm
- Kate Rebecca Courtney
- Steven Creighan
- Regina Jane Crook
- Monica Cura
- Jenny Lee Dare
- Rebekah Anna Davey
- Bethan Davies
- Matt Der Sarkissian
- Elinor Louise Dow
- Michelle Frances Edmondson
- David John Edwards
- Judith Ann Egan
- Teresa Carol Erceg
- Marnie Finter
- Matthew Salvatore Francavilla
- Scott Fraser
- Kerryn Fulton
- Maria Pia Gagliardo
- Monique Gall
- Bella Elizabeth Aileen Gibson
- Melissa Louise Gibson
- Farah Nasir Gondal
- Sara Kate Graham
- Alysha Kristie Gray
- Carrie Elyse Griffiths
- Catherine Frances Grist
- Emily Susan Haegi
- Brendon Claude Hallot
- Kym Andrew Hammond
- Kerry Anne Hannaford
- Peter Hansford
- Carmel Harding
- Ria Harrison
- Kelli Renae Hersey
- Sarah Sinclair Hill
- Craig Anthony Hodges

### Graduate Diploma in Teaching and Learning (continued)

- Anna Grace Hopkins
- Melanie Denelle Howie
- Kiersten Humphrey
- Jamie William Humphries
- Emma Kathleen Hunt
- Nicholas Sanders Hurcombe
- Eloise Claire Hutchinson
- Rebecca Jane Incledon
- Andrew John Jackson
- Gregory Guy Jansen
- Ardan Rory Sasha Johnston
- Kathryn Lorraine Jones
- Kim Martin Jones
- Wei-Chun Kao
- Ryan Cameron Kearns
- Pamela Lynn Keil
- John Joseph Kelleher
- Miranda Ella Kenny
- Matthew James Knox
- Samantha Marie Le Souef
- Angie Lee
- Hup Keat Lye
- Kimberlee Jane Lynch
- Hannah Madin
- Biljana Markovski
- Priya Matsen
- Scott McConnell
- Steven James McKay
- Joshua William McKenzie
- Jennifer Grace McLoughlin
- Alyce Briony Middleton
- Hayley Jocelyn Miles
- Taras Stephen Misialo
- Vincent John Moloney
- Rosemarie Moore
- Natalie Moran
- Olivia Kate Morgan
- Tina Julie Morris
- Shamus Morton
- Cindy Napiza
- Tho Thi Anh Nguyen
- Jodie Lee North
- Matthew James O’Mahoney
- Lauren Amber O’Malley
- Catherine Louise Ottosen
- Hatice Parlak
- Joanne Karen Pitzner
- Stephanie Jane Pols
- Katrina Ann Powell
- Joseph Frederick Pugh
- Deanna Louisa Puliatti
- Alice Louise Pulvers
- Gemma Louise Quigg
- Mitzi Elizabeth Quill
- Lindsey Jane Radin
- Uthra Raj
- Alexandrea Claire Revermann
- Michelle Kathryn Reynolds
- Ann-Marie Dawn Rosman
- Caitlyn Emma Saunders
- Peggy Nichole Schofield
- Emily Jane Schulz
Faculty of Law, Education, Business and Arts
Friday 11 October

Jasmine Shawel  
Sophie Elise Sleep  
Thomas William Spykers  
Jason Dale Sutcliffe  
Andrew Brian Swift  
Adeela Noreen Syeda  
Jessica Joan Thalas  
Jazmin Lorraine Tomsen  
Emily Maureen Turner  
Scott William Turner  
Linda Elisabeth Vial  
Marcel Johannus A Vollebregt  
Alice Eleanor Wagstaff  
Carolyn Anne Waite  
Lauren Maree Wapling  
Sharlyn Maree Warren  
James Edwin Waters  
Jonathan David Webster  
Daniel James Weinholz  
Joanna Elisabeth Whitehead  
Desak Made Widyaningsih  
Luke Andrew Yates  
Hanifa Yurukoff  
Jasmin Lee Zecchin

Master of Accounting  
Sharvani Chirra  
Kristine Joy Cruz  
Maksudur Rahman Khan  
Ye Liu  
Hoang Yen Tran  
Chiung-Ju Yang

Master of Business Administration  
Nirmal Mathew Abraham  
Manish Mathews  
Amit Parajuli  
Shinu Samuel

Master of Business Administration  
(Professional Practice)  
Chu May Hwang  
Wan-Ping Sun  
Beata Katarzyna Wojak  
Yang Xiang

Master of Education  
Hipolito Da Cruz  
Phoebe Jane Dixon  
John Alexander Greatorex  
Nicole Katherine Guest  
Maria Michaela Gatchalian Ibanez  
David Iii Lelis  
Antonic Marthinus Snyman  
Evelyn Woodley

Master of Professional Accounting  
Innocent Madamombe

Master of Public Administration  
Penelope Jane Fielding  
Neva Italene McCartney

Master of Arts by Research  
Paul Scott Clark  
Imsbi Christian Davidson  
Katharina Voit
Australian Centre for Indigenous Knowledges and Education
Friday 11 October

Graduate Certificate in Yolngu Studies
Nina Lawrence
Meron Peta Lovegrove
James Isaac Mapleson

Graduate Diploma in Indigenous Knowledges
Russell Christopher Jennings
Brionee Noonan
Pamela Vaughan
School of Business and Service Industries

Certificate I in Food Processing
Nadine Austral
Sarah Craig
Faradiba Djawas
Katisha English
Carlie Gale
Gabby Hambour
Ieshia Martins
Wendy Miller
Glydel Nalzaro
Mitzi Nalzaro
Jerah Mae Nilo Paynor
Geraldine Tipiloura
Jeremiah Tipiloura
Saffron Walsh
Raylene White
Cabrini Wilson

Certificate I in Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Cyril Dhambutjawa Bukulatipi
Esther Djelilangbuy Burarrwanga
Joey Burarrwanga
Karius Cameron
Mary Cameron
Edwin Campbell
Jasmine Cook
Bradley Copeland
Darren Cotchiilli
Jermarl Daly
Christina De Castro Lopes
Alisha Barrumiwuy Dhamarrandji
Kenisha Lalapidiwuy Dhamarrandji
Linda Ngutjpurr Dhamarrandji
Shane Bekurauwuy Dhamarrandji
Gary Damien Dixon
Robert John Fuller
Roseanne Ganambarr
Nathan Gathumurr Garrawurra
Andrew Bamurungu Donadarra
Eriin Louise Gould
Tannah Gould
Joanne Maree Hill
Blake Hughes
Jonathan John Jackson
Gaela James
Robbie Johnson
Seymour Johnson
Jefferina Kelly
Tina Kennedy
Jericho Marwurr Lacey
Tenayha Leadbeattter
John Patrick McCormack
Lesley Anne Motley
Naomi Ruluminy Munyarriyun
Simon Page
Andreas Pena
Anthony John Phillips

Samuel Joseph Robinson
Jason Roe
Lucielle Salau-Russell
Archie James Seccin
Aaron Taylor
Arnold Thomas
Sheena Thorne
Vaseva Varea
Gerald windy
Theresa Wurrkdidii
Amanda Binyarri Yunupingu
Charlotte Yunupingu
Katherine Zikos

Certificate I in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Belinda Irene Curran
Danielle Dewhirst
Tamara Sonia Porter

Certificate I in Retail Services
Keahnu Bishop
Bianca Renee Di Maria
Stanley Djingarrung
Jerome Gadathula Ii
Jack Milimiti Garawirrtja
Joy Bidingjal Gularrriwuy
Isiaah Gulipawuy
Mikeyli Hendry
Joshua Howard
Georgie McGregor
Pearl Moffat
Carol Rebenque
Estelle Venter
Stephanie Willis
Ann-Louise Yamada
Zachariah Yarrang

Certificate II in Business
Syarifuddin Al Jonaedi
Rebecca Kate Burrows
Emily Jane Fry
Lesley John Luckey
Shanhan Maree Mullins
Natalia Pimentel
Joseph Rawson
Moana Christine Swanson
Jordan Ashleigh Tilmouth

Certificate II in Hairdressing
Courtney Healy

Certificate II in Information, Digital Media and Technology
Bill John Osborne
Panteleimon Sisois

Certificate II in Information Technology
Dharshinee Sivakanthan
Sajeev Vijayan
Certificate II in Retail
Jenna Louise Cubillo
Dorothy Wunungmurra

Certificate II in Retail Services
Dallas Jai Collinson
Linda Gajjirri Garmu
Jarrod Gingiri
Kathy Miyalkuwuy Gumana
Thomas Butjiananybay Marrkula
Angelina Wanambi
Banambi Wunungmurra
Djirrirra Wunungmurra

Certificate II in Sport and Recreation
Sarah Williams

Certificate II in Tourism
Prestina Joanne Fredericks
Terrance Leigh Runyu
Tony Walla

Certificate III in Accounts Administration
Terri-Lee Anderson-Mullett
Hui Chen
Michael Raymond Drew
Bianca Renate Gordon
Amanda Kate Greville
Kathryn Mary Hannon
Edda Lorena Sandra Hatzimihail
Galatiani Koukouvas
Toushik Azad Oni
Jaison Palatty Kunjuvarkey
Tracy Anne Sainsbury
Martha Catharina Jacoba Schnepel
Sheila Warner
Zoe Jean Helen Whittington
Qian Hong Yang
Yanjuan Zhang

Certificate III in Beauty Services
Erin Dickson
Elizabeth Joy Wigg

Certificate III in Business
Templar Kristen Cooke
Jenna Louise Cubillo
Michelle De La Rosa
Ma Everlene Gamuza
Ma Hanna Garcia
Helen Isabel Hargraves
Mia Harmsen
Belynda Nicole Hore
Lucy Victoria Kozuke
James Andarasa Lumuli
Ofa Mona-Lisa Fidalia Manu
Lilezia Marcal
Pamela Anne Pavey
Kyriakoula Politis
Felix Nicolas Schmitt
Jing Sun
Moana Christine Swanson
Amanda Rizki Aneta Waa

Certificate III in Business Administration
Danielle Nicole Choveaux
Margaret Aileen Devery
Natasha Lusk

Certificate III in Events
La’Neshia Sharlain Cooper
Allison Skehan
Rachael Maree Tuck

Certificate III in Fitness
Kylie Maree Bell
Kathryn Chamberlain
Sandra Leanne Cutler
Jeffory Dix
Lara Marie Drew
Rachel Caroline Fox
Brita Holdt
Lefteri John Papazoglou
Preston Derek Philpott
Dean Taodang
Sarah Van Den Broek
Aimee Jay Williams
Patti Jean Wright

Certificate III in Food Processing
Retail Baking - Combined
Kenneth Andrew Marshall

Certificate III in Hairdressing
Tiana Joan Elizabeth Beale
Simone Rochelle Carter
Prokopia Loizou
Elizabeth Jennifer Rizzato
Jessica Larissa Vernon
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate III in Hospitality
Leyhn Madison Angrisano
Sophie Couhe
Jennilyn De Pina
Chantelle Lace Eckermann
Patricia Ira
Judy Adele Jarrott
Ma Thet Mar Naing
Njeri Hannah Ngugi
Arna Mae Villavelez

Certificate III in Hospitality
(Commercial Cookery)
Bibash Adhikari
Nishan Adhikari
Filomena Alves
Aurore Marie Bayle
Julienne Anne Blake
Deeppersan Chhetri
Caitlin Egan
Vanessa Jane Galarrita
Bed Raj Jaishy
Michael Kakakios
Takehiro Kato
Hyunlak Kim
Recenia Rhecy Lier
Mee Kwong Rose Maker
Seunghan Oh
Bikram Parajuli
Ida Bagus Putu Raditya Putra
Suman Rani
Fursangbu Sherpa
Onkar Singh
Sushil Kumar Shrestha
Anthony Squibb
Jasbir Kaur Uppal

Certificate III in Information, Digital Media
and Technology
Brandon Mardius
Alexander Moore
Cain Simpson

Certificate III in Meat Processing
(Meat Retailing)
Hayden Kendall Austine

Certificate III in Occupational Health
and Safety
Joshua Francis King
Debra Joy Marshall

Certificate III in Retail
Leone Glover Jones

Certificate III in Retail Baking (Bread)
William Glenn Denniss
Minoushka Hesketh

Certificate III in Sport and Recreation
Nicole Ann Hyland

Certificate III in Tourism
Jonalyn Puzon

Certificate III in Tourism (Guiding)
Elizabeth Naomi Phillips

Certificate III in Tourism
(Retail Travel Sales)
Loesa Mckenzie Cheryl Danger Burke
Sandra Maree Carruth
Siobhan Johanne Christie
Shenae Elise Crosby
Nadia Shan-Sun Leow
Sophie Lowe

Certificate III in Work Health and Safety
Cheryl Terese Baker
Douglas Aaron Heckathorn
Emma Kate Secombe
Shane Sneddon
Tina Marie Wagner
Robert Bruce Whitehead

Certificate IV in Accounting
Leanne Birch
Dawn Bolton
Sandra Cusher
Alkisti Dick
Brooke Klarenbeek
Melissa Morello
Hasan Adnan Reaz
Jungyeon Seo
Sangeeta K Shah
Yugesh Soni

Certificate IV in Beauty Therapy
Melissa Irwin
Haley Judith O’Donoghue

Certificate IV in Bookkeeping
Deborah Anne Fry
Victoria Anne Sherrock

Certificate IV in Business
Sachit Bali
Khairul Bashar
Benyarkan Buayam
Sasipim Chatyangmongkhon
Chin Wai Chong
Mary Elizabeth Hair
Alexandra Hatzivalsamis
Lan Hoang
Christine Marie Rowan
Jennifer Luisa De Fatima Silva Da Costa Alves
Sarah Jane Watkins

Certificate IV in Business Administration
Catherine Ann Crowley
Stephanie Maree Eggleston
Tak Yi Lau
Shannon Marie Traut
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate IV in Computer Systems Technology
Daniel Fernandez
Jonty Paul Hodge

Certificate IV in Fitness
Shalee Bird
Kathryn Chamberlain
Sandra Leanne Cutler
Jeffory Dix
Sera-Maria Paris Galea
Bridie Holmes
Maria Kambouris
Anthony Malcolm Knott
Dean Taodang
Patti Jean Wright

Certificate IV in Frontline Management
Kirsty Ann McGregor Bain
Deborah Tracy Blaser
Kylie Hargraves
Glenn Philip Lachlan
Natasha Lusk
Mark Stephan MacFarlane
Ashleigh Erin Mary McLellan
Lucinda Marie Elisa Gracinia Payne
Trevor Wayne Sinclair

Certificate IV in Hospitality
Trang Thi Bui
Abida Eman Kamil
Carmel Kennedy
Anchisa Mangkala
Dheepan M Murgis
Julian Sanders
Arna Mae Villavelez

Certificate IV in Human Resources
Madeline Campbell
Lisa Brooke Grant
Calista Fayme Hudson
John Francis Power
Rebecca Want

Certificate IV in Marketing
Kerry Shervey

Certificate IV in Occupational Health and Safety
Scott Adam
Hayden Leonard Hudson
Annabel Luke Thomas Bannon
Aaron Patrick Bishop
Julian Terrance Bishop
Adam James Bowers
Ayla Marie Caldwell
James Nicholas Duncan
Trevor John Feilen
Darryl Funnell
Mariya Gogol
Craig William Hancock
Stuart Anthony Holland
Rhys William Alexander Honan
Debbie Deanne Iredale
Luke Anthony Kearns
Marissa Lee Klein
Todd Anthony Lofts
Geoffrey Charles Milne
David Carl Moore
Joel Robert Olzomer
Edward George O'Reilly
Rui Periera
Eleftheria Petrakaki
Jarrod William Robinson
Sheena Rudolph
Nicholas Robert Watman
Dylan James Williams

Certificate IV in Project Management
James Thomas Ball
James David Bindley
Gregory James Girle
Karan Joan Hayward
Brian Christopher Mangwende
Anita Muriel Mayers
Angela Caroline Morris
Andrew David Peers
Ricky James Stephen
Judy Tabone
Nomikos Tambouras
Derek Richard Taylor
Courtney Tudehope
Katharine Young

Certificate IV in Retail Management
Debra Marie Asquith
Jeremy Ian Bull
Rebecca Joy Craigie
Emma Graham
Louise Catherine King

Certificate IV in Tourism
Tina Maria McLeod

Certificate IV in Tourism (Guiding)
Rhys Errol Clarke
Benjamin John Price
Faculty of Vocational Education and Training
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Certificate IV in Training and Assessment
Debra Marie Asquith
William Ernest Baird
Luke Thomas Bannon
Devender Bohra
Coralie Anne Boyd
Roy Brandner
Cavan Broxham
Gerald Dominic Cash
Olaf Cekanauskas
Shane Anthony Cross
Michael Edwards Darling
Sian Eileen Fields
Theodore Eric Fisher
Deborah Lee Frost
Katherine Amber Furness
John Clyde Gardiner
Geordie Don Gorey
Alison Haines
Liam Ashley Hale
Minoushka Hesketh
Martin Javier Hidalgo Castro
Deborah Jane Hoad
Jennifer Helen Horner
David John Hoy
Debbie Deanne Iredale
Brennon Kellett
Anthony Malcolm Knott
Benjamin Mark Lace
Carmel Joy Lawrence
Dallas Lind
Jennifer Gai Lopes
Stephen Andrew Maude
Rosemarie Elizabeth Mayo
Morag Monteith McGrath
Jacinta McInerney
David John McKenna
Clinton Blake McNamee
Felicity Ella Munns
Kenneth Richard Napier
Meredith Helen Neeson
Ruth Hilda Phinn
Pushpa Prem
Nicholas Raymond
Brendan Reid
Brett Peter Sayer
Rodney Boyd Scarr
Marnie Clare Scobie
Patricia Alison Slocum
Robyn Jane Spandonide
Jason Stapleton
Kerrie Lynne Taylor
Martin Philip Taylor
Jo Anne Tuazon
Georg Wayne Winter
Anthony Zofrea

Diploma of Beauty Therapy
Caitlin Lian Atkins
Melissa Hayward
Waraporn Kulpanya Arbon

Diploma of Business
Evaristo Da Silva Madeira
Sharyn Donoghue-Tampilin
Trisha Louise Mellow
Mohammad Farhan Omar

Diploma of Hospitality
Bibash Adhikari
Michaela Breig
Nicholas Mark Jude De Silva
Timothy James Francis
Tsai Yen Huang
Pattama Konnak
Phuong Thao Nguyen
Bikram Parajuli
Suman Rani
Fursangbu Sherpa
Khammoon Souvannaseng
Jasbir Kaur Uppal
Hui Zhao

Diploma of Human Resources Management
Emily May Hill-Hewitt
Sylvia Sevastoulou Klonaris

Diploma of Management
Jason Anthony Meredith
Christopher James Nicholls
Michael Roger Rees

Diploma of Project Management
Vince Leonardo Albertoni
Raima Baker
Gwilym Conran
Neil Croker
Anthony Mark Gunther
Reijo Antero Keitaanpaa
Thomas Kerry Lacey
Tommy Mavros
Scott Kenneth McMillan
Pantelis Peter Patsalou
Peter John Pattemore
Melinda Shelton
Lynette Marjorie Strachan
Johan David Van Loenhout
John James David Williams
Congratulations on completing your award from Charles Darwin University. I hope you will never forget your time with us and I encourage you to stay in touch with the University as you continue through your life journey.

I wish you every success in your future endeavours and encourage you to contribute to the Alumni website and University publications. We would be delighted if you would share your experiences of the University, future career achievements and personal triumphs.

Charles Darwin University Alumni has been set up to support and promote the interests of our graduates, and to foster an environment where members can contribute to the future of the University. The Alumni also provides a professional and social connection for all people who have contributed to Charles Darwin University.

Alumni membership is free. You can complete your Alumni registration online through the Alumni website at www.cdu.edu.au/alumni

On behalf of the Alumni and the University, I welcome you into the Alumni family and I look forward to continuing our relationship with you.

Yours sincerely

Her Honour The Honourable Sally Thomas AM
Chancellor
Autographs
Academic Dress

DEGREE OF DOCTOR
(other than the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy)
• Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern with 10cm facings and sleeve linings with the colour of the doctoral degree
• Black velvet bonnet with silver cord and tassel
• Hood of scarlet cloth lined with silk of the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
• Festal gown of scarlet cloth of Cambridge doctoral pattern faced with cream silk
• Black velvet bonnet with cream cord and tassel
• Hood fully lined with claret silk and edged with cream silk

MASTERS DEGREES
• Black gown of Cambridge masters pattern
• Black trenched/mortar board with black tassel
• Hood fully lined with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1 and edged with white silk

GRADUATE DIPLOMAS AND CERTIFICATES

DEGREE OF BACHELOR
• Black gown of Cambridge bachelors pattern
• Black trenched/mortar board with black tassel
• Hood trimmed with the relevant award colour specified in Table 1

DIPLOMAS/ADVANCED DIPLOMAS/ASSOCIATE DEGREES
• Black gown
• No hood or trenched
• Full length stole

ASSOCIATE DIPLOMAS/CERTIFICATE IV
• Black gown
• No hood or trenched
• Full length stole

CERTIFICATES OTHER THAN CERTIFICATE IV
• Black gown

Table 1
Colours are allocated to groups of awards in areas which form a broad field of study, as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of Study</th>
<th>Colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural and Physical Sciences</td>
<td>Moss Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>Cossack Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Related Technology</td>
<td>Purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Building</td>
<td>Magenta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agriculture, Environmental and Related Studies</td>
<td>Peony Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>Pale Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Peach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Commerce</td>
<td>Powder Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society and Culture</td>
<td>Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Arts</td>
<td>Lemon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food-Hospitality and Personal Services</td>
<td>Light Royal Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Field Programs</td>
<td>Lavender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous Education</td>
<td>New Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GRADUATION PROGRAM
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